
Part 4: Gleaned by Bob Denby

Benito Garozzo (1927 - ) regarded by many as the greatest
player in the 60s and 70s. His main partners were Pietro
Forquet until 1972, then with Giorgio Belladonna until 1976.
The most feared pair in the world at that time. Benito won
three World Team Olympiads and ten Bermuda Bowls and was
never on a losing side in international competition until 1976.

Benito burst on to the International stage, when less than two weeks to the
start of the 1961 Bermuda Bowl in Buenos Aires, the Italian Blue Team, had
a problem. Forquet's partner Guglielmo Siniscalco could not go. The
replacement, a 33 year-old Fiat salesman, unknown internationally? Was the
Azzurri finally vulnerable? There may have been serious doubts if it was
known that the new recruit, one Benito Garozzo, had been forced to learn the
Neapolitan Club system in 10 days. Although experienced as a bridge player,
Garozzo recalls, "I had never played any conventions before."

Far from being a liability, Benito helped the Italians to a runaway victory as
they vanquished the U.S., Argentina and France, by an average margin of
123 IMPs in three 144-board matches.

Benito, is known as one of the most deceptive and dangerous defenders in
the game. The following hand became known as “The Hand of the Year” in
1963 helped Italy win the World Championship against the United States.

In both rooms the final contract was
4♠ doubled. In the Closed room,
Giorgio Belladonna was down one,
losing the obvious four tricks, two red
aces and two trumps.

In the Open Room the play turned out
to be eventful. The heart five was led
by Forquet to Benito’s ace, who
returned his singleton trump, won with
declarer’s ace. He then led a diamond
to dummy’s queen and Benito casually
ducked. The diamond eight was then

led and Benito ducked again, since he could not lose by ducking as declarer
could only trump one diamond in dummy.
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South North As West, you hold:

1C Q952
2D 3C K84
3D 3S J532
4NT 5H KJ
5NT 6D
Pass

Confusion then reigned as Benito had managed to create a problem for his
American opponent who had judged correctly Forquet was short in diamonds
and was convinced he had the ace, so he elected to play his nine, hoping
Benito had the 10532. Forquet was surprised to win the diamond ten, then
returned a trump. The result down two.

Away from the table he is the most polite and unassuming of men, but with
thirteen cards in his hand Benito becomes a demon, his brain never resting
from attempts to cause alarm and uncertainty. Essentially he is a ‘pressure’
player, constantly involving his opponents in difficult decisions.

His Bols Tip, typically, is entitled ‘Against a Slam Contract, ATTACK!’

‘Heroic measures are rarely needed when leading against a game contract.
The defenders can expect to get the lead again after the dummy has been
exposed, and the early play offers further clues to what they should do.

‘Not so against slams. Unless two tricks can be cashed immediately, the
defence must develop the setting trick by the opening lead. Later is too late.

‘The one factor that works in favour of the defence is that declarer is rarely
willing to risk immediate defeat if any alternative seems attractive. And
sometimes such an alternative can be created by the lead itself. For example,
your opponents have bid to six diamonds as follows:

‘In most ways your defensive outlook
is poor. The clubs look dead, beneath
the rebid suit, and the king of hearts
is unlikely to take a trick. But you do
have one asset which the dealer is not
aware of, your trump trick.

‘Lead the jack of clubs. The fact that
you let him see the jack makes it even

more likely that he will be able to
establish the suit with no more than a
single loser. In fact, the jack would be
the right card from KJx.

The full hand:

‘Declarer knows that he can establish
the clubs by giving up a trick to the
king, but why should he risk doing so
when there is a danger of a ruff? He
goes up with ace and by the time he
finds out he must lose a diamond it is
too late. On any other lead he must
make the contract.
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South North As West, you hold:

1D 1S K762
2C 3D K1083
3NT 4C 975
4NT 5H 62
6D All Pass

‘Not quite so clear is how to attack South’s Slam contract after the following
bidding:

‘It appears as though the opponents
have “rolled” to a slam, which may not
be reached at the other table. So it is
even more important for you to defeat
it with your lead. How much do you
know?

‘ North is surely short in hearts and as is declarer in spades, so a trump lead
seems promising. But neither opponent has indicated long trumps and both
have similar length in clubs. On such deals the need to stop a cross-ruff, is
rare, because declarer is unable to cash enough tricks in his long side suit –
in this case, clubs. However, if he needs to pick up a twelfth trick, a spade
finesse is going to succeed. So how can this this line of play be diverted?

‘What is partner going to contribute to defence? From the fact that South
didn’t bid 5NT (as he did on the previous deal) it is possible that his side is
missing an ace – not unreasonably, the ace of hearts, if not, then perhaps the
queen of hearts. Yes, the king of hearts is the best lead!

‘When your king of hearts holds the
first trick, you shift to a spade.
Declarer may decide that your lead
has made it unnecessary for him to
rely on the spade finesse. All he
needs is a ruffing finesse through
your marked ace of hearts, because
he can ruff two spades and throw
one of the established hearts –
except that when he runs the queen
of hearts your partner takes the
trick!

‘Given any other lead, declarer
simply must take the winning
finesse in spades’.

In 2012 at the 24th Monte Carlo International Team Tourney, Benito aged 85,
and reverently call Papi on Bridge Base Online (BBO, www.bridgebase.com),
gave Antonio Sementa, half his age, a lesson in dummy play. Just look at the
following hand, in both rooms South opened a weak no trump, West over
called showing hearts and a minor, and East bid game in hearts.
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Garozzo, South, started with -

7652 Benito Garrozzo’s brilliant defence finds
K65 its source in his extraordinary ability
987653 to reconstruct the unseen hands.
--

In the closed room Versace led the
spade king. Sementa won the ace,
cashed the club jack and played the
heart queen to king, ace and eight.
He continued with a diamond to
king and ace and won the diamond
return with his queen. Sementa
ruffed a spade in dummy and threw
a diamond and a spade on two high
clubs. On the play of the club queen
he ruffed with the heart four, with
Versace sensibly throwing his last
diamond.

Now Sementa ruffed another spade
in dummy, then led and ruffed the

last diamond with the heart seven, and now South overruffed with his ten
and returned his last trump to his partner Angelini’s jack, who then cashed
the diamond jack for down one.

At his table Benito followed a different line after winning the lead of a top
spade. He played the heart four to three, six and eight. North switched to
diamonds, king and ace. When Madala returned the diamond ten, declarer
won the queen, cashed the club jack, played a trump to the ace, cashed the
high clubs and claimed ten tricks, when clubs and trumps behaved.

Finally, almost, a classic from a Pairs Event in Rabat Morocco 1973

The problem revolves around not losing a trick
in hearts and diamonds. Declarer won the ace
and promptly played the seven of hearts,
intending to finesse. Imagine his surprise when
South, Benito, played the king of hearts!

This was pairs. "Wow 13 tricks now" he must
have thought. He won the ace and played a
second heart to the knave, intending to pick up

North’s 9xxx. South followed with the 5! "What is going on?", he mused. He
then played a small club to hand intending to draw the trumps and claim,
but.... South ruffed, and then cashed a diamond! Result, calamity.

WEST EAST
QJ9 A1083
AQ10843 J7
J2 A
Q5 AKJ742

Contract 6 - Lead K.



As this was a Pairs event, where an overtrick can be of paramount
importance, declarer’s line of play cannot be condemned or even criticised.

Finally, yes, a defensive problem from the 1979 Bermuda Bowl. You are East,
Benito, defending a 3NT contract:

Partner leads the club four, won by dummy's king.
Declarer plays a spade to his ace, then a diamond
to the queen. When you next capture the spade
queen (should you?), declarer discards a low heart.
So, what next?

Being a problem makes you aware something
special may be called for, especially as the club
return seem normal. Even being forewarned, it is
hard to understand why Benito actually returned a
diamond. Yet that return defeated the contract.

Declarer won the trick in dummy to cash his eighth
trick, the spade jack, while he still could. He would
then knock out the club ace to set up his ninth. But
Garozzo got the heart ace plus two more spades.

[On a strictly double-dummy basis, declarer can make the contract by
leaving the high spade in dummy and running diamonds.]

How did Benito pull this one out of
the hat, was he able to visualize the
whole deal? We will never know, us
lesser mortals can also achieve such
feats rarely, and only if we
understand the relevant principle,
that needs to be applied.

When defending what may be a
misfit no trump contract, if no clear
path to a set is available, attack the
communication suit. This suit is the
one in which the declarer's honours
are solid or close to solid, and split
between the two hands.

Next time: It’s not only coffee that comes from Brazil!

North
QJ732
J102
AQ8
KJ

EAST
K10965
A5
965
853

South North
1D 1S
1NT 2C*
2H 3NT

* Checkback
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